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The flow of immiscible particles �A, B� through a porous medium with a vertical slit is studied by an
interacting lattice-gas computer simulation on a discrete lattice. The source of the particles is connected to the
bottom and particles are driven upward by concentration gradient and a pressure bias against gravity. Distri-
bution of flowing particles around the slit is examined as a function of the slit width and bias at high and low
porosity at a steady state. At the low bias, a sharp change in the densities �high in slit to low in adjacent porous
media� of both constituents occurs as expected. Onset of an undershooting in the density and mobility of
particle profiles appears at the interface of slit and the porous medium on increasing the bias, an unexpected
correlated response. The competition between the faster flow in the slit and slower motion of the particles in
the surrounding porous medium induces stronger correlations at higher bias; as a result, a well-defined density
profile emerges with higher density in the porous matrix away from the slit interface. The range of correlation
and therefore the response increases on increasing the bias. Lowering the porosity to near the percolation
threshold leads to the onset of oscillation in the density profile and broadening of the mobility profile, a distinct
difference from the response at high porosity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Seeping of gas and fluid particles through slits and other
narrow and complex channels are common natural occur-
rences �1–5� as well as common phenomena in industrial
waste disposal processes. Oil and natural gas seeps are natu-
ral geological processes �1–5� in which hydrocarbons in liq-
uid and gas form and their various mixtures leak out of
ground, the natural porous medium. For example, California
�4� has cataloged seeps involving mixtures of crude oil, as-
phaltum �tar�, natural gas, and water over the years in on-
shore and offshore areas. Abundant living communities �such
as unusual tubeworms, mussels, and other creatures like
those found at hydrothermal vents� consisting of microbial
mats with methanotrophic bacteria have been found near
methane seeps on the deep ocean floor �5,6�. Many of the
seeps seem to occur through slits or fault openings driven by
pressure gradients.

How the constituents flow through slits and disperse in
surrounding media are the subjects of geological survey and
field studies �6,7�. Identifying specific patterns and drawing
meaningful and reliable conclusions �8,9� are often limited
by the enormity of the parameters and variables such as the
makeup of the media, variability in porosity, constituents of
fluid mixtures and the various phases, and driving mecha-
nisms such as density/concentration gradients, pressure, tem-
perature, etc. The success of field measurements and surveys
are often hindered due to the inability to control variables
and parameters in naturally occurring processes and the res-
olution of the probing instruments. In such a complex sce-
nario, one is left with intelligent guesses about the media,
constituents, the driving mechanisms, and many “what if”
questions. Computer simulation experiments with well-

defined issues can be useful in simplifying complex param-
eters to gain more information from data; thus, it would be
beneficial to develop a computer simulation model to probe
the distribution of fluid around a slit in a random porous
medium.

Flow and structural evolutions in many complex fluids
including granular systems �10–12� have been extensively
studied by coarse-grained particles covering a diverse varia-
tion in spatial and temporal scales. Examples include nano-
scale material behavior in the laboratory, flow of fluid and
sediment mixtures in geomarine environment, dissociation of
methane and hydrocarbon below the ocean floor �6,8,9�,
eruption of mud volcanoes and settling of underlying con-
stituents, etc. Computer simulations with particles are helpful
to gain insight into the evolution of global patterns from the
microscopic details. A number of lattice-gas methods
�13–15� have been used to study flow in many such systems.
However, it is easier to incorporate specific details such as
interactions among constituent particles and the host medium
in interacting lattice gas as in standard molecular dynamics
�16–18� and Monte Carlo �19� methods to study both struc-
tural evolution and flow. In recent years, we have investi-
gated the transport, flow, and distribution of self-organizing
immiscible driven particles with the interacting lattice-gas
model �20–22�. We extend the same model to study the mo-
bility of the driven constituents and their dispersion in a
porous medium with a uniform slit. The model is relatively
simple and provides good insight into the responsive corre-
lations in dispersion of flowing particles around the slit.

II. MODEL

We consider a heterogeneous lattice of size Lx�Ly �Lz
with a uniform slit of width Ls in the middle, i.e., the size of
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the slit is Lx�Ls�Lz. The overall matrix is a cubic lattice
with Lx=Ly =Lz=L with a narrow rectangular slit open across
the center �Fig. 1�. The heterogeneous porous matrix is gen-
erated by distributing immobile barriers �sediments� on a
fraction pb of the lattice sites �one barrier at a site� excluding
the slit.

A source of a two-component fluid represented by mobile
particles A and B with molecular weight MA=0.1 and MB
=0.3, respectively, is connected to the bottom �x=1� of the
lattice with the open top �x=Lx�. Mobile particles A and B
are randomly distributed initially at about 50% of the lattice
sites with one particle at a site. A nearest-neighbor interac-
tion between particles �A, B� and empty �pore� sites �O� is
described by the energy

Ei = �k �n
J�k,n� , �1�

where index k runs over all sites occupied by particles and n
over all nearest-neighbor sites of k. The interaction matrix
elements

J�A,A� = J�B,B� = − J�A,B� = − J�B,A� = J�A,O� = J�B,O�

= − � . �2�

The interaction strength �=1 is a measure of the miscibility
gap between A and B. The gravitational potential energy, Eg,
of a particle at height x �in units of g, the acceleration due to
gravity� is given by

Eg = MA/Bx . �3�

The sedimentation probability of A and B is coupled with the
change in their gravitational potential energy via the Boltz-
mann distribution �see below�. The concentration gradient

caused by the source of particles at the bottom �x=1� exerts
an upward driving force. Additionally, a bias H �pressure�
pushes fluid constituents A and B upward �+x direction�
against the gravitational sedimentation downward �−x direc-
tion�. The bias is implemented in selecting the direction
��x, �y, and �z� of the moves of each particle to their
nearest-neighbor sites with probabilities

Px = �1 + H�/6, P−x = �1 − H�/6, Py = P−y = Pz = P−z

= 1/6, 0 � H � 1. �4�

Movement of a particle is implemented by the following
algorithm. A particle at a site, i, is selected randomly to move
to one of its nearest-neighbor sites, j, selected with the bias
probability H. If the site j is already occupied by another
particle, then the attempt to move the particle fails. If the site
j is empty, then the particle is moved �from the site i to site
j� with the Boltzmann probability exp�−�E /��, where �E is
the change in energy E=Ei+Eg due to the move and � is the
temperature in units of the Boltzmann constant and energy;
�=1 is used in this study. As soon as a particle leaves the
bottom plane �x=1� a new particle �A or B� from the source
is released into the vacated site according to its current lattice
concentration. The cubic box is open along vertical bound-
aries, i.e., a particle can drop out from the bottom or escape
from the top �x=L�. Periodic boundary conditions are imple-
mented along the transverse �y and z� directions. An attempt
to move each particle once defines unit Monte Carlo step
�MCS� time. We keep track of such physical quantities as the
root-mean-square displacement of each particle and the cen-
ter of mass, density, and mobility profiles. The responses of
density and mobility profiles to bias H are analyzed in detail
around the slit as follows.

The parameters including the molecular weight �MA and
MB� of particles A and B, temperature ���, interaction energy
among the constituents and the gravitational potential energy,
and spatiotemporal variations in the physical quantities are in
a nondimensional arbitrary form. Connecting such statistical
models to a real system quantitatively �such basic units as
meter, second, and Celsius for length, time and temperature�
require calibration of the physical quantities and a relation
between the interaction of the coarse-grained representation
of particles and their atomic constituents. Such a calibration
between the arbitrary units used here and the real spatiotem-
poral units and dimension is not feasible due to lack of field
�5–7� and laboratory �23� measurements of a systematic
variation in the physical quantities with appropriate param-
eters, e.g., seeping of methane gas as a function of pressure
gradient below the ocean floor �7� and variation in fluid flux
in a sediment sample �23� with the concentration of fluid
mixture. However, the relative changes in response of such
quantities as the density and mobility to pressure gradient
and porosity can be predicted and compared qualitatively.
This study with the idealized models may be useful to guide
experiments �both field and laboratory� in assessing the
trends.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations are performed for sufficiently long time steps
to reach the steady state as the system is continuously driven

x

y z

Ls

FIG. 1. �Color online� A typical porous medium with barrier
sites �gray� and a slit in the middle. Distribution of immiscible
particles A �blue �dark grey�, MA=0.1� and B �red �medium grey�,
MB=0.3� with pressure bias H=0.2 at time steps t=1000 on an 803

lattice.
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out of equilibrium. Different samples sizes are used to verify
the finite-size effects and no severe finite-size effects are
observed with the qualitative behavior of the physical quan-
tities, e.g., the density profiles and mobility. Most of the
simulations are performed on a 803 lattice with slit width
Ls=5, 10, and 20 and porosity ps= �1− pb�=0.5 and 0.312,
each with a number of independent samples. Note that the
percolation threshold for the random percolating lattice is
about 0.3117. It takes about five hours of CPU on a desktop
computer for a typical data set and therefore the whole simu-
lation is accessible to personal computing. Figure 1 shows
the host matrix with a slit and a snap of mobile particles.
Density profiles of particles �A and B� are evaluated to quan-
tify their distributions. The planar density �dx/y/z�A /B�� is cal-
culated from the number of corresponding particles �A or B�
per unit area, e.g.,

di�A/B� = �1/L2�� jk
	ijk�A/B� , �5�

where the site occupancy 	ijk�A /B�=1 if the site �i, j, and k�
is occupied by A /B particle and 	ijk�A /B�=0 otherwise.

The longitudinal �x� density profile involves averaging
over the lattice sites in the yz planes, which contain sites
from both slit and porous regions. As a result, it is difficult to
distinguish the difference in particle densities in two regions.
In general, the longitudinal density is higher at the bottom
and low at the top in the steady state. The effect of the bias is
clear with higher density at higher bias, but the effect of an
open slit and its porous surroundings on the distribution of
particles is less clear.

The effect of the heterogeneous matrix on the distribution
of particles is more illustrative if we examine the transverse
�y� profiles. Figures 2–4 show the transverse �y� density pro-
files with the slits of width Ls=5, 10, and 20 surrounded by
the heterogeneous medium of porosity ps=0.50. As expected,
the density in slit region is higher due to open channels �i.e.,
porosity ps=1� for mobile particles to flow through and the
lower density in the surrounding regions with lower porosity.
However, the response of the density profile pattern to bias is

interesting. At low bias, e.g., H=0.1, the density of both A
and B is nearly uniform in the surrounding regions. A careful
examination of the density profiles of A and B shows a dif-
ference in their response near the slit: a somewhat opposite
density gradient response at low values of bias �e.g., Fig. 2,
H=0.1 and 0.2�.

On increasing the bias, the profile responds systematically
to a nonlinear form with the lowest value of density �deple-
tion zone� at the interface of the slit and the surrounding
pore. The minimum at the slit boundary followed by a radial
increasing trend suggests the onset of correlation caused by
the bias. The density gradient �slope of density versus dis-
tance �y�, �yd� at the slit interface increases on increasing the
bias and is a measure of correlation strength. The correlation
decays with the decay of density gradient as a function of
distance from the slit. One may think of the response corre-
lation length as the range �distance� over which the density
gradient becomes zero. This implies that the driven response
correlation length increases on increasing the bias.

Let us look at the effects of the slit width and differences
between the density profiles of A and B. There is a mono-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Transverse �y� density profile of particles
A �MA=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on an 803

lattice with slit of width Ls=5 surrounded by a heterogeneous me-
dium with porosity ps=0.5. One hundred independent samples are
used to estimate the average density profiles.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Transverse �y� density profile of particles
A �MA=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on an 803

lattice with slit of width Ls=10 surrounded by a heterogeneous
medium with the porosity ps=0.5. �Statistics are the same as Fig. 2.�
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Transverse �y� density profile of particles
A �MA=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on an 803

lattice with slit of width Ls=20 surrounded by a heterogeneous
medium with porosity ps=0.5. �Statistics are the same as Fig. 2.�
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tonic increase in the density gradient ��yd� of B, the higher
molecular weight component, with the bias, which is less
clear for A. Further, the response ��yd� at the slit interface
also depends on the slit width, especially at low bias, e.g.,
H=0.2 for B �see Figs. 2–4�. Flowing A and B are self-
organizing and segregating, the complementarities in their
density profiles are therefore expected, which is most fea-
sible in the slit with the larger width �e.g., Fig. 4�. This
shows a clear phase separation of these immiscible compo-
nents in the slit region. Note further, the nonmonotonic de-
pendence of density with the bias �increase in density fol-
lowed by decrease� in the slit �bulk� region is more clear for
A in Fig. 4. The response of the density profile, thus, depends
on the molecular weight of the mobile components and the
size of the slit.

How fast do the constituents move as they flow through
the open slit and the surrounding porous media? To estimate
the local mobility, we evaluate the average speed �v�, i.e., the
distance traveled per unit time step since entering the lattice.
From the velocity of each particle and their instantaneous
position, one can track the mobility profile similarly to the
density profile discussed above. Such a velocity profile is
presented in Fig. 5. In general, the mobility profiles look
similar to corresponding density profiles �see Fig. 3�, e.g.,
the mobility is higher in the slit regions than in the surround-
ing pores. There are major differences, however, for ex-
ample, at low bias �H=0.1 and 0.2�, the mobility increases
monotonically as particles move toward the slit from the
heterogeneous porous bulk especially for the heavier compo-
nent B with a somewhat sharp change at the interface. In-
creasing the bias �H
0.3� leads to an undershooting of ve-
locity at the interface of the slit followed by a sharp increase
before reaching a steady state in the bulk �away from the
slit�. A systematic change in the response pattern of the ve-
locity profile with the bias shows the onset of self-organized
spatial velocity correlation similar to that seen in the density
profiles.

A similar trend continues for the lighter component A at a
somewhat lower bias �Fig. 5�. For example, there is an in-
crease in the velocity gradient at bias H=0.1 followed by a
sharp increase with a correlated decay response away from

the slit at bias H
0.2. Apart from more fluctuations in the
density profiles of A in comparison to that of B, the spatial
trends in the responses of the mobility profiles are similar
despite differences in their magnitudes.

On average, how each particle flows can be evaluated
from the variation in the root-mean-square �RMS� displace-
ment �R� of each particle �A and B� with the time steps.
Figure 6 shows such a plot on a log-log scale. We see rela-
tively good power-law dependence,

R = Ct�, �6�

with an exponent ��1 which shows a drift motion for each
particle. Apart from the slow motion of the heavier particles
�B� at the low bias �H=0.1�, both components show drift
behavior at all biases. Drift is the signature of a driven mo-
tion; bias and concentration gradient drive the particles up-
ward against gravity.

What happens when the porosity of the surrounding me-
dium is reduced to a very low value, e.g., ps=0.312, close to
the percolation threshold, still spanning pathways of con-
nected pores? Figure 7 shows the transverse density profiles
of both particles A and B covering all ranges of bias
�H=0.0–1.0�. We see a dramatic change in density profiles
in response to bias at the interface of the slit and the porous
medium especially at high bias. The underpinning of density
at the edge of the slit is followed by a sharp increase and
then decrease as we move away from the slit; the onset of
spatial oscillation in the density profile is more visible at H
=0.4–1.0. Note that the response in the onset of the oscilla-
tory density profile occurs at the porosity close to the perco-
lation threshold in contrast to surroundings with higher po-
rosity �compare Figs. 3 and 7�. In the slit region, the density
profiles of A and B seem complementary, suggesting the
phase separation. The velocity profile at the porosity ps
=0.312 is presented in Fig. 8. The velocity profile appears
much different from the corresponding density profile �Fig.
7�. In contrast to the sharp undershoot at the slit boundary
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Velocity profile of particles A �MA

=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on an 803 lattice
with slit of width Ls=10 surrounded by a heterogeneous medium
with porosity ps=0.5. �Statistics are the same as Fig. 2.�
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�Fig. 7�, the density decreases gradually in the low porosity
region. The decay of the density from its large value in the
slit region broadens considerably in the low porosity sur-
roundings as the width of the profile increases with the bias.
Note further the contrast in response at high �ps=0.5� and
low �ps=0.312� porosities: while the velocity profile �Fig. 5�
follows the density profile �Fig. 3� at high porosity with an
undershoot at the slit boundary at high bias, its decay smears
out in the low porosity �Fig. 8�. Correlation in the velocity
profile seems to be damped down by more drag caused by
more barriers at the low porosity. The variation in the RMS
displacement of each particle with the time steps shows drift
similar to those at high porosity �Fig. 5�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An interacting lattice-gas model is used to study the dis-
tribution of a mixture of immiscible driven particles around a
slit in porous media. The rectangular slit of width Ls �and

size L�Ls�L� is in the middle of the host porous matrix on
a cubic lattice. The porous medium of porosity ps is gener-
ated by distributing immobile barriers randomly on a fraction
pb=1− ps of the lattice sites. A source of interacting particles
�A and B� is connected at the bottom of the lattice with an
open top. Particles, driven by a bias �H� and the concentra-
tion gradient, flow against gravity. The density and velocity
of the particles reach steady state in the asymptotic time
regime. Obviously, more particles flow through the open slit
than the surrounding porous medium. How the particles dis-
tribute and move in and around the slit is examined by the
computer simulations at porosity ps=0.5 and 0.312 and bias
H=0.0–1.0 with slit widths Ls=5, 10, and 20. Density and
velocity profiles of constituents �A and B� are examined in
the steady state.

The density profile and the velocity profile of both com-
ponents depend on the porosity of the surrounding slit and
the magnitude of the bias. The density and velocity of both
particles are higher in the slit than in the surrounding porous
region and the decay in the adjacent porous region depends
on bias and porosity. The density profiles of A and B in the
slit region are complementary exhibiting the segregation ob-
served in a homogeneous system. At the high porosity �ps
=0.5�, the velocity profiles and density profiles share simi-
larities. The high density in the slit drops drastically and
sharply at the slit boundaries but rebounds and grows as the
particles move out into the surrounding porous medium. The
rebound growth rate of density increases with increasing bias
and becomes nonlinear with distance as particles move away
from the slit. The velocity profiles exhibit somewhat similar
patterns in response with some exceptions at low bias. The
distribution of particles and their mobility seem more corre-
lated as the bias competes with the pore barriers.

The response of the density and velocity profiles to bias is
altered drastically on reducing the porosity to a low value
�ps=0.312� close to the percolation threshold. The density
profiles exhibit the onset of oscillation beyond the drop at the
edge of the slit, in contrast to the monotonic response at
higher porosity. The percolation correlation length is rela-
tively large for the surrounding porous media and the onset
of oscillation in the correlated response of the density is due
to interplay between bias and porosity. The velocity profiles
show much different patterns than the corresponding density
at low porosity in contrast to similarity in response observed
at higher porosity. Not only does the velocity of the particles
decreases at the interface of slit and the porous medium but
also the width of its profile increases with the bias. In sum-
mary, the distribution of constituents and their mobility
around the slit depend on the porosity of the surrounding
medium and the driving bias. The response of the patterns in
profile is sensitive to low porosity and high bias.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Transverse �y-� density profile of par-
ticles A �MA=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on
an 803 lattice with slit of width Ls=10 surrounded by a heteroge-
neous medium with porosity ps=0.312. �Statistics are the same as
Fig. 2.�
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Velocity profile of particles A �MA

=0.1� and B �MB=0.3� at pressure bias H=0.1–1.0 on an 803 lattice
with slit of width Ls=10 surrounded by a heterogeneous medium
with porosity ps=0.312. �Statistics are the same as Fig. 2.�
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